Chavalarias 2017

L'intallation Stalagmèmes (pas par force mais en tombrant souvent)
de David Chavalarias, Jonathan Pêpe & Thibault Rostagnat s’appuie
sur une reconstruction phylomémétique des débats en ligne sur le
changement climatique. David Chavalarias a utilisé pour cela les
données du Tweetoscope Climatique, dispositif d’analyse en continu
des débats concernant le changement climatique sur le web,
développé à l’Institut des Systèmes Complexes de Paris Ile-deFrance (Chavalarias, Panahi, Castillo 2015).

Semaines

Phylomémie des débats sur le changement climatique (extrait)

LEAD TIME
RENEWABLE RESOURCES

LEVELS INCREASE
TWENTIETH CENTURY

EMPEROR PENGUINS
HABITAT SUITABILITY

BARRIER ISLANDS
CHALLENGES OF CLIMATE CHANGE

ELECTRICITY MARKET
ENERGY MARKET

DATA SERIES
SIGNIFICANT WARMING

TEMPERATURE DATA
SIGNIFICANT WARMING (11)
data records , weather stations, urban heat island
data series

FARMING - LIVESTOCK (11)
methane, climate data, past few years
coal-fired power plants
pollen , livestock grazing

11-12
EMISSIONS TRADING - CARBON MARKETS (12)

LOW-CARBON - LOW-CARBON ECONOMY (12)
carbon price , electricity market, energy strategy

slight increase

12-13

CLIMATE DATA
COAL-FIRED POWER PLANTS (12)
past few years , significant warming
urban heat island, pollen
data series

energy strategy

GLOBAL WARMING SCENARIO
SEA-LEVEL CHANGE

CLIMATE DATA - WARMING TREND (11)
significant warming, data series

OZONE HOLE
CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS

ELECTRICITY SYSTEM
ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
PRODUCTION PROCESS

GLOBAL SEA LEVEL - OCEAN SURFACE (11)
sea-level change , sea surface height

CARBON PRICE - WATER QUALITY (11)
oil price , road transport, production costs

ICE SHEET - MAJOR CITIES (12)

SEA LEVEL - SEA-LEVEL RISE (12)

WEATHER STATIONS - TEMPERATURE DATA (12)
significant warming, urban heat island, data series

global sea level ,
sea-level change

tide gauge

global warming scenario

TEMPERATURE RISE - ICE SHEET (12)
ice cover , warm periods

OCEAN ACIDIFICATION - NEAR FUTURE (12)

total carbon
global warming scenario

total carbon
global warming scenario

major cities ,

BIOFUELS - ENERGY INTENSITY (11)
transport sector , biodiesel , demand for oil

CARBON INTENSITY - OIL PRICE (11)
energy intensity, production costs

POWER SECTOR - ELECTRICITY SYSTEM (11)
environmental regulations, production process

ELECTRICITY SYSTEM - OIL PRICE (11)
energy strategy , production costs
production process

POWER SECTOR - ELECTRICITY SYSTEM (11)
carbon markets , energy strategy

CARBON PRICE - POWER SECTOR (11)
electricity system , oil price

DEFORESTATION - OIL SANDS (11)
ghg emissions , electricity system , oil price
carbon markets , energy strategy
environmental performance
climate response , road transport
production process

CARBON PRICE - ELECTRICITY SYSTEM (11)
oil price , environmental performance
production costs
production process

POWER SECTOR - CARBON MARKETS (11)
energy strategy , environmental performance
production process

SUPPLY CHAIN - ELECTRICITY SYSTEM (11)
energy strategy , environmental performance
production process

OIL SANDS - CARBON PRICE (11)
electricity system , oil price
environmental performance

VAPOR PRESSURE
TEMPERATURE AND CO2

GROUNDWATER RESOURCES
FOOD CROPS

CROP - TEMPERATURE INCREASE (11)
irrigation, mean temperature
impact of global warming
coastal flooding , seed , monsoon
food crops , surface water
economic losses
groundwater resources
arid regions

OIL SANDS - CARBON TAXES (11)
power sector , electricity system
environmental regulations
environmental performance
road transport, production process

CROP - SEED (11)
groundwater resources , crop production

DISASTER RISK REDUCTION
RISK REDUCTION

energy demand
energy transition
fuel prices, carbon intensity

oil price , production costs
transport sector

policy options, biodiesel

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT GOALS (11)
disaster risk reduction

CROP - GROUNDWATER RESOURCES (11)
arid regions , crop production , farm management

CARBON PRICE - ENERGY DEMAND (12)
ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS
CARBON INTENSITY (12)
oil price , production costs , production process
electricity system

CARBON MARKETS - POWER SECTOR (12)
production process , electricity system

CARBON PRICE - CARBON MARKETS (12)
power sector , road transport, energy strategy
electricity system

GHG EMISSIONS - OIL SANDS (12)
road transport, environmental performance

OIL SANDS - PRODUCTION COSTS (12)
road transport, environmental performance
energy strategy , electricity system

CARBON MARKETS - POWER SECTOR (12)
production process , environmental performance
energy strategy

energy efficiency
fuel consumptionproduction process
environmental performance
energy strategy , electricity system

SUPPLY CHAIN
ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE (12)
energy strategy , electricity system

CARBON PRICE - CARBON TAXES (12)
oil sands , oil price , production costs
production process
road transport
environmental performance

CARBON TAXES - ROAD TRANSPORT (12)

energy strategy, electricity system

SURFACE WATER - FOOD CROPS (12)
groundwater resources , arid regions
crop production

STRATOSPHERE - OZONE DEPLETION (12)
ozone hole , chlorofluorocarbons , low temperature

ELECTRIC VEHICLES
ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS (12)

electric vehicles

CROP - SURFACE WATER (12)
monsoon , groundwater resources , arid regions

FOOD CROPS - MEAN TEMPERATURE (12)
groundwater resources , economic losses
arid regions

SURFACE WATER - MONSOON (12)
food crops , groundwater resources

CROP - SEED (12)
food crops , groundwater resources

CROP - IRRIGATION (12)
food crops , groundwater resources , arid regions

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT GOALS (12)
disaster risk reduction

temperature increase
food crops, groundwater resources

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
DISASTER RISK (12)
disaster risk reduction

CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION
DISASTER RISK (12)
risk management , early warning
mitigation policies

arid regions , crop production

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
DEVELOPMENT GOALS (12)
disaster risk reduction , water management
adaptive capacity

CIVIL SOCIETY - LOCAL GOVERNMENT (12)
disaster risk reduction

serious challenges

BELIEF IN GLOBAL WARMING
FOOD COSTS

EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION
FOREST DEGRADATION (11)
deforestation and forest degradation
forest carbon , forest resources
forest protection
forest communities , forest land

FOREST - DEFORESTATION (11)
emissions from deforestation
deforestation and forest degradation
forest communities

EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION
FOREST DEGRADATION (11)
carbon stocks , colonization

TEMPERATURE INCREASE - CROP (12)
ENERGY EFFICIENCY - FUEL CONSUMPTION (12)

EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION
DEFORESTATION AND FOREST DEGRADATION

FOREST DEGRADATION
EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION (12)
colonization, carbon stocks

POLAR BEARS - OPEN WATER (11)
household income , belief in global warming

ELECTRICITY SECTOR
REDUCTION TARGETS

GREENHOUSE GAS
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

CROP - TRUST (11)
fire , ice age , crop yields
environmental protection
weather patterns
scientific evidence
past few years , solar activity
open water, food costs , solar cycles
household income
belief in global warming

GREENHOUSE GAS
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS (11)
local authorities, building sector

GREENHOUSE GAS - GAS EMISSIONS (11)
potent greenhouse gas , transportation sector

BUILDING STOCK
ENERGY SERVICES

ICE COVER
SEA ICE CONCENTRATION

ENERGY ALTERNATIVES
TIME HORIZON

FORCED MIGRATIONS
OCEAN ECOSYSTEMS

ENERGY SECTOR
GREENHOUSE GAS REDUCTION (11)
energy alternatives, bioenergy , time horizon

GREENHOUSE GAS - GAS EMISSIONS (11)
greenhouse gas emissions , food waste
livestock production

OCEAN - ACIDIFICATION (11)
wind patterns, forced migrations

TRUST - WIND PATTERNS (11)
forced migrations , model predictions

PLANKTON - WIND PATTERNS (11)
food web , forced migrations

WIND PATTERNS - COASTAL COMMUNITIES (11)
deep ocean , ocean warming, forced migrations
ocean circulation, ocean ecosystems

EROSION - PLANKTON (11)
fossil fuel use , coastal areas , food chain
coastal regions , past few years
carbon dioxide and methane
warmer temperatures , wind patterns, food web
ocean warming, forced migrations
ocean circulation, marine species
model predictions
ocean ecosystems
sea ice conditions

DEEP OCEAN - OCEAN WARMING (11)
ocean circulation, model predictions
temperature measurements

COASTAL AREAS - ICE MELT (11)
model predictions , ocean ecosystems

COASTAL REGIONS - WIND PATTERNS (11)
forced migrations , ocean ecosystems

COASTAL COMMUNITIES - DEEP OCEAN (11)
ocean warming, ocean circulation
marine ecosystems
ocean ecosystems , energy balance
water column, observational data

CARBON DIOXIDE AND METHANE
WIND PATTERNS (11)
deep ocean , forced migrations , model predictions
ocean ecosystems

COASTAL COMMUNITIES
MARINE ECOSYSTEMS (11)
water column, observational data

oxygenocean acidification
TRUST - FOOD COSTS (12)
belief in global warming , household income

CROP - CROP YIELDS (12)
food costs , solar cycles
belief in global warming

EMISSION REDUCTION - CARBON CREDITS (12)
emission reduction targets , carbon markets
electricity sector

ICE AGE - PAST FEW YEARS (12)
food costs , belief in global warming

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
REDUCTION TARGETS (12)
emission reduction targets , carbon markets
electricity sector
transportation sector

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
ENERGY EFFICIENCY (12)
carbon credits , oil sands , transportation sector

GAS EMISSIONS
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS (12)
greenhouse gas reduction , carbon credits

BIOFUELS - BIOENERGY (12)

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
GREENHOUSE GAS (12)
carbon policies , emission allowances

biofuels energy alternatives
time horizon

MITIGATING CLIMATE CHANGE
CLIMATE BENEFITS (12)
energy alternatives, fuel costs

CLIMATE TARGETS
GREENHOUSE GAS REDUCTION (12)
public support , energy alternatives, fuel costs

PLANKTON - FOOD CHAIN (12)
food web , ocean ecosystems

CLIMATE TARGETS - PUBLIC SUPPORT (12)
energy alternatives, time horizon

OCEAN - ACIDIFICATION (12)
model predictions , forced migrations
wind patterns

top predators

PLANKTON - FOOD CHAIN (12)
model predictions , wind patterns

coastal areas , plankton
warmer temperatures
past few years , food web , deep ocean
ocean circulation
coastal regions
carbon dioxide and methane
ocean warming, marine species , model predictions
forced migrations , wind patterns
ocean ecosystems

PLANKTON - FOOD CHAIN (12)
model predictions , forced migrations

population trends

production process
environmental performance

SEA ICE EXTENT
ICE COVER

EROSION - OXYGEN (12)

POLAR BEARS - FIRE (12)
weather patterns, environmental protection
scientific evidence
crop yields , past few years
solar activity, open water
food costs , solar cycles
belief in global warming
household income

DEFORESTATION - FOREST DEGRADATION (12)
emissions from deforestation , forest protection
oil palm

ENERGY PERFORMANCE
END USERS

SEA-ICE - WILDLIFE (12)
weather patterns, high temperature
temperature anomalies
air temperature, sea ice extent
sea ice cover , open water
sea level pressure

MARINE ECOSYSTEMS
COASTAL COMMUNITIES (12)
deep ocean , ocean circulation, ocean warming
ocean ecosystems , energy balance
observational data

DEEP OCEAN - OCEAN CIRCULATION (12)
ocean ecosystems , energy balance

WEATHER PATTERNS - AIR TEMPERATURE (12)
open water, hurricane season

SEA-ICE - WEATHER PATTERNS (12)
high temperature, sea ice extent , sea ice cover

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (12)

SEA-ICE - TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES (13)

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (13)

temperature anomalies

sea ice extent ,

sea ice extent ,

SEA-ICE - PERMAFROST (12)
sea ice extent , ice retreat

summer weather

demand for oil

CLIMATE VARIABILITY
TEMPERATURE DATA (13)
HURRICANES - CLIMATE PREDICTIONS (13)
tropical cyclones , twentieth century

13-14

climate variability
surface temperature

WEATHER STATIONS - CLIMATE DATA (13)

climate dataurban heat island
significant warming

ICE SHEET - ANTARCTIC (13)
ice loss , global sea level , warmer waters

weather stations

SEA LEVEL - SEA-LEVEL RISE (13)
warm periods , global sea level , warmer waters

temperature trends

WARM PERIODS - ICE SHEET (13)
antarctic, ice loss , global sea level

WARM PERIODS - HURRICANES (13)
fresh water, heavy rainfall, major cities
ocean and atmosphere
total carbon, large cities
atmospheric chemistry
global warming scenario

HURRICANES - COASTAL CITIES (13)
ocean and atmosphere , warming scenario
large cities , atmospheric chemistry

data gaps

THOUSANDS OF YEARS - WARM PERIODS (13)

THOUSANDS OF YEARS - WARM PERIODS (13)

thousands of yearsice sheet
coastal cities
global sea level

thousands of years
hurricanes, temperature rise
ice cover , near future

major cities , total carbon

large cities
atmospheric chemistry

data records

WARM PERIODS - NEAR FUTURE (13)
global sea level , total carbon, large cities
atmospheric chemistry
global warming scenario

global warming scenario

CLIMATE MODELS - TWENTIETH CENTURY (14)

WARMING TREND - SIGNIFICANT WARMING (14)
urban heat island, data series

climate modelstropical cyclones

14-15

climate predictions

SLIGHT INCREASE
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS (15)
tropical cyclones , climate predictions
twentieth century
levels increase

KYOTO PROTOCOL - CARBON MARKETS (15)

kyoto protocolslight increase

15-16

emissions trading

PERMAFROST
CHALLENGES OF CLIMATE CHANGE (15)
land management, barrier islands

SEVERE WEATHER - INVASIVE SPECIES (15)
challenges of climate change , intense storms
plant species , barrier islands
lake ice

WARMER TEMPERATURES
EFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMING (15)
challenges of climate change , watershed
barrier islands, lake ice
endemic species

SEED - PINE (15)
climate change scenarios , invasive species
challenges of climate change
land management, intense storms , plant species
watershed, barrier islands
higher altitudes

ANTARCTIC - SEA LEVEL (14)
ice sheet , global sea level , ice loss , warm periods
sea-level change , warmer waters

WARMING TREND - CLIMATE DATA (14)
temperature trends , weather stations, data series

TEMPERATURE DATA - WEATHER STATIONS (15)
warming trend, significant warming, climate data
urban heat island, data series

ICE CAPS - SEA SURFACE (15)
ocean temperature , sea-level change
sea surface height

ICE CAPS - ICE SHEET (15)
sea-level change , water storage
sea surface height

SEA LEVEL - SEA-LEVEL RISE (15)
global sea level , sea-level change

ICE SHEET - ICE LOSS (14)
warm periods

atmospheric chemistry

ANTARCTIC - ICE SHEET (14)

continental shelf, warm periods
data gaps

COASTAL CITIES
ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY (14)
ocean and atmosphere , large cities

ANTARCTIC - ICE SHEET (14)
warm periods , atmospheric chemistry
global warming scenario
large cities

ANTARCTIC - ICE SHEET (14)

antarctic, ice sheet
atmospheric chemistry
ocean and atmosphere
warming scenario, large cities

major cities

ocean and atmosphere
total carbon, large cities

COASTAL FLOODING - ECONOMIC LOSSES (13)
WARM PERIODS - ICE SHEET (13)

EXTREME HEAT - STRATOSPHERE (13)

antarctic, global sea level
ocean and atmosphere

CROP - IRRIGATION (13)
economic losses , food crops , surface water, monsoon
arid regions , groundwater resources

extreme heatozone depletion
ozone hole , low temperature
chlorofluorocarbons

global warming scenario

COASTAL FLOODING - FOOD CROPS (13)
mean temperature , surface water
groundwater resources

heat wavesheavy rainfall

global warming scenario
large cities

COASTAL CITIES - MAJOR CITIES (14)
atmospheric chemistry , global warming scenario
large cities

ANTARCTIC - TEMPERATURE RISE (14)
NEAR FUTURE - WARM PERIODS (14)
total carbon, global warming scenario

antarctic fresh water,

global warming scenario
large cities

major cities

GLOBAL SEA LEVEL - WARM PERIODS (14)
global warming scenario , large cities

SEED - ECONOMIC LOSSES (13)
food crops , arid regions , groundwater resources

food crops , mean temperature , monsoon

CROP - IRRIGATION (13)
food crops , food insecurity

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT GOALS (13)
disaster risk reduction

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT - FOOD CROPS (13)
food insecurity , early warning, twentieth century

international community

CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION
DISASTER RISK (13)
disaster risk reduction , mitigation policies

change policy
national level
international cooperation

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
COASTAL COMMUNITIES (13)
disaster risk reduction , local authorities

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
NATIONAL LEVEL (13)

national leveladaptive capacity

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
NATIONAL LEVEL (13)
climate information , disaster risk reduction

CHANGE POLICY - DISASTER RISK (13)
disaster risk reduction

disaster risk reduction

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
WEATHER DATA (13)
coastal communities , national level
climate information
disaster risk reduction

DEFORESTATION - FOREST DEGRADATION (13)

GHG EMISSIONS - ELECTRICITY SECTOR (13)

deforestationcarbon stocks

CLIMATE DATA - WEATHER DATA (13)
soil moisture , climate information
disaster risk reduction

ghg emissions

colonization
emissions from deforestation

emission reduction targets

CARBON CREDITS - ELECTRICITY SECTOR (13)
carbon markets , emission reduction targets

ENERGY EFFICIENCY - REDUCTION TARGETS (13)
carbon credits , electricity sector , oil sands
transportation sector
emission reduction targets

GREENHOUSE GAS - GAS EMISSIONS (13)
greenhouse gas emissions , mitigation efforts
rare species

MITIGATING CLIMATE CHANGE
ENERGY SUPPLY (13)
time horizon, forest management
mitigation strategies
fuel costs

GREENHOUSE GAS - GAS EMISSIONS (13)
greenhouse gas emissions , livestock production
potent greenhouse gas

EXTINCTION - PLANKTON (13)

extinctionocean warming,

OCEAN ECOSYSTEMS
CARBON DIOXIDE AND METHANE (13)
wind patterns, model predictions

food chain

ocean ecosystems , food web
wind patterns, model predictions

OCEAN CIRCULATION - PAST FEW YEARS (13)
ocean warming, ocean ecosystems , coastal regions
marine species , wind patterns
model predictions

OCEAN CIRCULATION - DEEP OCEAN (13)
ocean ecosystems , coastal regions , wind patterns
model predictions

OCEAN CIRCULATION - DEEP OCEAN (13)
plankton, ocean ecosystems , marine species

WILDLIFE - WEATHER PATTERNS (13)
high temperature, sea ice extent , air temperature

ocean conditions

ice conditions, sea ice cover

model predictions

SEA-ICE - ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION (13)
sea ice extent , satellite observations

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (13)
sea ice conditions

WEATHER PATTERNS - SEA ICE EXTENT (13)
open water, sea ice cover

SEA-ICE - WEATHER PATTERNS (13)
high temperature, sea ice extent , open water
air temperature, sea ice cover

high temperature, sea ice extent
sea ice cover

open water
sea ice cover, summer weather

SEA-ICE - OIL SPILLS (13)
sea ice cover

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (13)
sea ice extent , sea ice loss , permafrost regions

SEA-ICE - ICE MELT (13)
ice area, model predictions , ice retreat

SEA ICE EXTENT - ICE MELT (13)
open water, ice retreat

adaptive capacity, disaster risk reduction

arid regions , groundwater resources

global warming scenario

ANTARCTIC - SEA LEVEL (14)
HEAT WAVES - HURRICANES (14)

COASTAL FLOODING - ECONOMIC LOSSES (13)
food crops , international community
groundwater resources

coastal flooding
temperature increase

CHANGE POLICY - DEVELOPMENT GOALS (13)

NEAR FUTURE - WARM PERIODS (14)
major cities , atmospheric chemistry
global warming scenario

ICE COVER - NEAR FUTURE (14)
ocean and atmosphere , global warming scenario
large cities

GLOBAL SEA LEVEL - WARM PERIODS (14)
ocean and atmosphere , warming scenario

sea levelthousands of years ,
global sea level , warm periods
major cities , total carbon
ocean and atmosphere
global warming scenario
large cities

ice sheet

ANTARCTIC - ICE SHEET (14)
global sea level , ocean and atmosphere
global warming scenario
large cities

NEAR FUTURE - FRESH WATER (14)

fresh waterglobal warming scenario

CLIMATE AGREEMENT - DEFORESTATION (14)

SEED - INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY (14)
irrigation, temperature increase
coastal flooding , monsoon
mean temperature , arid regions
economic losses , surface water
food crops

THOUSANDS OF YEARS - MAJOR CITIES (14)
total carbon, global warming scenario

ANTARCTIC - CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS (15)
stratospheric ozone

ICE LOSS - ANTARCTIC (15)
ice sheet , sea surface height

PUBLIC OPINION - POSITIVE FEEDBACK (15)
hot weather, vapor pressure

ozone-depleting substances

shoreline erosion, lake ice

economic losses, food crops

INSECURITY - EARLY WARNING (14)
food insecurity , food crops

extreme drought

CO2 LEVELS - CO2 CONCENTRATION (15)
temperature and co2 , vapor pressure

WEATHER DATA - CLIMATE INFORMATION (14)
disaster risk reduction , soil moisture

climate agreement
extreme events

CLIMATE DATA - WEATHER DATA (14)
climate information , disaster risk reduction

data series,

soil moisture

forest degradation , colonization
emissions from deforestation

FOREST - FOREST DEGRADATION (14)
deforestation and forest degradation
forest protection

FOSSIL FUEL USE - DEFORESTATION (14)
deforestation and forest degradation
forest protection

DEFORESTATION - FOREST DEGRADATION (14)
deforestation and forest degradation
emissions from deforestation

FOSSIL FUEL USE - METRIC TONS (15)

HUMAN RIGHTS
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (15)

SOLAR ENERGY - ICE AGE (15)
positive feedback , population growth
climate data, temperature change
temperature and co2
vapor pressure

HOT WEATHER - SEVERE WEATHER (15)
negative effects , temperature change
intense storms , temperature and co2
vapor pressure

CROP - IRRIGATION (14)

WEATHER DATA - CLIMATE INFORMATION (14)
national level, coastal communities
disaster risk reduction

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (15)
civil society , adaptation needs
limited resources

human rightsdevelopment goals

disaster risk reduction

el niÃ±o

metric tonscarbon budget

EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION
COLONIZATION (15)
carbon stocks , forest degradation

NATURAL RESOURCES - CIVIL SOCIETY (15)
disaster risk reduction , adaptive capacity

emissions from deforestation
forest protection
deforestation and forest degradation

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
BELIEF IN GLOBAL WARMING (14)
past few years , solar cycles

DEFORESTATION
EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION (15)
forest protection
deforestation and forest degradation

ECOSYSTEM - WILDLIFE (15)
deforestation , forest resources , oil palm

WEATHER PATTERNS - OPEN WATER (14)

ice melt,

GAS EMISSIONS - GREENHOUSE GAS (14)
greenhouse gas emissions , transportation sector
building sector

belief in global warming

GAS EMISSIONS - GREENHOUSE GAS (14)
greenhouse gas emissions , mitigation efforts
livestock production

CO2 EMISSIONS - PAST FEW YEARS (15)

WEATHER PATTERNS
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION (15)
scientific evidence , belief in global warming
household income , food costs

CROP YIELDS - OPEN WATER (15)
household income , food costs

co2 emissions

belief in global warming
solar activity, solar cycles
household income , food costs

THOUSANDS OF YEARS - ICE AGE (15)
belief in global warming , solar cycles
food costs

ELECTRICITY SECTOR
EMISSIONS TRADING (15)
energy market , major impact , electricity market

PRIVATE SECTOR - REDUCTION TARGETS (15)
greenhouse gas reduction , emission reduction

WEATHER PATTERNS - JET STREAM (14)

FOREST MANAGEMENT - COAL MINING (14)
greenhouse gas reduction
mitigating climate change
public support , time horizon

GREENHOUSE GAS - GAS EMISSIONS (15)
greenhouse gas emissions , potent greenhouse gas
food waste

GREENHOUSE GAS - GAS EMISSIONS (15)
greenhouse gas emissions , vector-borne diseases
building sector

MARINE SPECIES - OCEAN CIRCULATION (14)
ocean warming, deep ocean

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (14)
open water, ice thickness

ICE EXTENT - ICE COVER (14)
open water, cryosphere , ice thickness

jet streamsea ice extent
solar radiation

SEA-ICE - SEA ICE EXTENT (14)
sea ice cover , atmospheric circulation

SEA ICE COVER - ICE COVER (14)
air temperature, ice conditions

mean sea level, ice conditions

GREENHOUSE GAS - GAS EMISSIONS (15)
greenhouse gas emissions
greenhouse gas reduction
emission allowances

FOOD CHAIN - PLANKTON (15)
food web , emperor penguins

MARINE SPECIES - PLANKTON (15)
food web , wind patterns, forced migrations

CLIMATE AGREEMENT - PAST FEW YEARS (15)
ocean circulation, ocean warming
forced migrations

COASTAL REGIONS - OCEAN CIRCULATION (15)
marine species , plankton

SEA-ICE - SEA ICE EXTENT (15)
sea ice cover

COASTAL REGIONS - OCEAN CIRCULATION (15)
wind patterns, forced migrations

sea ice concentration

ICE EXTENT - SEA ICE COVER (14)
ice thickness

pollution, wildlife sea-ice
fisheries, sea ice cover , oil spills

satellite observations

ice conditions

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (15)
satellite data, temperature data, sea ice extent
sea ice cover , deep ocean , open water
ocean surface
sea surface temperature
mean temperature , ozone hole

POLLUTION - WILDLIFE (14)
SEA-ICE - SEA ICE EXTENT (14)
sea ice loss , ice retreat

SEA-ICE - OPEN WATER (14)
ice melt , ice area, ice retreat

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (15)
SURFACE TEMPERATURE - SEA SURFACE (15)
deep ocean ,

ICE EXTENT - SEA ICE EXTENT (15)
ice cover , ice conditions , ice thickness
open water

growth season

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (15)
sea ice extent , ice conditions , ice thickness
conspiracy theories

SEA-ICE - ICE LOSS (15)
antarctic, sea ice loss , ice retreat

temperature anomalies

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (15)

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (15)
sea ice extent , sea ice cover , weather forecast

sea ice extent ,

ice cover,

sea ice extent

ice retreat

weather patterns

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (15)
SEA ICE EXTENT - ICE MELT (15)
near future, open water, sea ice conditions

sea ice cover , ice melt , open water
sea ice loss , ice retreat

growth season

SEA ICE COVER - ICE COVER (14)
open water, cryosphere

temperature anomalies

SEA ICE EXTENT - ICE LOSS (15)
antarctic, ice melt , near future, sea ice loss
ice retreat

sea ice extent , sea ice cover

ice melt, near future

ICE LOSS - SEA ICE COVER (15)
sea ice loss , winter weather

open water, sea ice loss , ice retreat

POLAR BEARS - SEA-ICE (16)

polar bearsweather patterns

TEMPERATURE DATA - WARM PERIODS (16)
EMISSIONS TRADING - SLIGHT INCREASE (16)
tropical cyclones , carbon markets
climate predictions
levels increase

16-17

EMISSIONS TRADING
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY (16)
slight increase , levels increase

temperature data
warm periodsslight increase

ATMOSPHERIC CO2 - WARM PERIODS (16)
past climate, climate predictions
twentieth century

climate predictions
twentieth century
levels increase
temperature measurements

ATMOSPHERIC CO2 - WARM PERIODS (16)
slight increase , past climate, levels increase

CLIMATE WARMING
CLIMATE CHANGE PROJECTIONS (16)
emperor penguins , habitat suitability

SURFACE TEMPERATURE - SEA SURFACE (16)
sea surface temperature , emperor penguins
satellite observations
habitat suitability

SURFACE TEMPERATURE
EMPEROR PENGUINS (16)
satellite observations , population declines

LAND MANAGEMENT - CHANGE SCENARIOS (16)
climate change scenarios , watershed
challenges of climate change
invasive species , intense storms , plant species
barrier islands

CLIMATE DATA - TEMPERATURE CHANGE (16)

EFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMING - WATERSHED (16)
challenges of climate change , intense storms
plant species , barrier islands
endemic species

CARBON PRICE - LOW-CARBON ECONOMY (16)
future emissions , energy transition

temperature change

LOW-CARBON - CARBON PRICE (16)
low-carbon economy , carbon markets

SURFACE TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE DATA (16)

ANTARCTIC - ICE SHEET (16)

surface temperature

weather stations
significant warming
urban heat island, data series

weather stations
significant warming
urban heat island, data series

TEMPERATURE DATA - WARMING TREND (16)
weather stations, significant warming
data series

SEA LEVEL - SEA-LEVEL RISE (16)
sea-level change , habitat loss

SEA SURFACE - WATER STORAGE (16)
sea-level change , mean sea level
sea surface height

ICE CAPS - OCEAN TEMPERATURE (16)
sea-level change , sea surface height

antarctic water storage

sea-level change

tide gauge

ANTARCTIC - HUMAN HEALTH (16)
radiation, stratosphere , chlorofluorocarbons
ozone hole , ozone depletion
stratospheric ozone
ozone-depleting substances
ozone concentrations , ozone loss

RADIATION - STRATOSPHERE (16)
ANTARCTIC - ICE SHEET (16)
water storage, sea surface height

radiationchlorofluorocarbons

CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS - OZONE HOLE (16)
ozone depletion , ozone loss

ozone hole , ozone depletion

ozone recovery

CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS - OZONE HOLE (16)
ozone levels , ozone concentrations

ANTARCTIC - STRATOSPHERE (16)
ozone concentrations , ozone loss

STRATOSPHERE - CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS (16)
ozone hole , ozone levels
ozone-depleting substances

ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
GLOBAL WARMING POTENTIAL (16)
chlorofluorocarbons , stratospheric ozone

HEAT WAVES - POLLUTANTS (16)
energy technologies , global warming potential
chlorofluorocarbons
stratospheric ozone

STRATOSPHERE - SULFUR DIOXIDE (16)
ozone hole , ozone levels

TEMPERATURE CHANGE - HOT WEATHER (16)
severe weather, intense storms
temperature and co2
vapor pressure

POPULATION GROWTH - HOT WEATHER (16)
temperature and co2 , vapor pressure

TEMPERATURE CHANGE
GREENHOUSE EFFECT (16)

greenhouse effect
water vapor, positive feedback

temperature and co2
vapor pressure

SOLAR ENERGY - PUBLIC OPINION (16)

public opinionpopulation growth

temperature and co2
vapor pressure

EFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMING
INTENSE STORMS (16)

effects of global warming
temperature and co2
vapor pressure

CO2 LEVELS - ICE AGE (16)
co2 concentration , temperature change
temperature and co2
vapor pressure

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT GOALS (16)
disaster risk reduction , el niÃ±o

SOLAR ENERGY - CO2 CONCENTRATION (16)
negative effects , vapor pressure

DISASTER RISK - RISK REDUCTION (16)
disaster risk reduction , el niÃ±o

HUMAN RIGHTS - DEVELOPMENT GOALS (16)

NATIONAL LEVEL - FLOODS AND DROUGHTS (16)

CIVIL SOCIETY - RISK REDUCTION (16)
disaster risk reduction , adaptive capacity

alternative fuels, el niÃ±o

floods and droughts

DISASTER RISK - RISK REDUCTION (16)
disaster risk reduction

policy framework

disaster risk reduction

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
DISASTER RISK (16)
disaster risk reduction
adverse effects of climate change
climate services

METRIC TONS - FOREST CONSERVATION (16)
emissions from deforestation
deforestation and forest degradation
carbon stocks

DEFORESTATION
EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION (16)
deforestation and forest degradation
forest protection

FOSSIL FUEL USE - CARBON BUDGET (16)
metric tons , emissions from deforestation
deforestation and forest degradation
forest protection

EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION
FOREST DEGRADATION (16)
carbon stocks , colonization

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE (16)
belief in global warming , food costs

TRUST - SOLAR ACTIVITY (16)

trust belief in global warming ,

food costs

household income , solar cycles

BELIEF IN GLOBAL WARMING
PAST FEW YEARS (16)
food costs , household income , pollution sources

EMISSIONS TRADING - CARBON CREDITS (16)

REDUCTION TARGETS - CARBON INTENSITY (16)
biodiesel , emission reduction targets
electricity consumption
emission allowances

SOLAR ACTIVITY
BELIEF IN GLOBAL WARMING (16)
past few years , food costs

ELECTRIC VEHICLES
ELECTRICITY GENERATION (16)
energy demand , transportation sector
recent developments

carbon creditselectricity sector

energy market , electricity market
major impact

COP21 - ELECTRIC VEHICLES (16)
electricity generation , energy sector
public transport, energy security
urban areas, energy technologies
global temperature increase
energy market , energy demand , low-carbon energy
fuel prices , recent developments
building stock , energy services

ELECTRICITY GENERATION
ENERGY SECTOR (16)
energy market , energy demand , building stock
energy services

sea ice extent
LOW-CARBON - ENERGY SYSTEM (16)
low-carbon energy , building stock
energy services

LOW-CARBON - CO2 EMISSIONS (16)
energy system , low-carbon energy

LOW-CARBON - ENERGY SYSTEM (16)
global temperature increase , low-carbon energy
recent developments
building stock

FOOD PRICES - BIOENERGY (16)
public support , energy alternatives

OCEAN SURFACE - OCEAN ECOSYSTEMS (16)
deep ocean , wind patterns

PLANKTON - OCEAN ECOSYSTEMS (16)
food web , marine species , model predictions
carbon dioxide and methane
wind patterns, forced migrations

ACIDIFICATION - OCEAN ECOSYSTEMS (16)
carbon dioxide and methane , wind patterns
forced migrations

ACIDIFICATION - PLANKTON (16)
FISHERIES - OCEAN ECOSYSTEMS (16)
food web , forced migrations

acidificationocean ecosystems

food chain , carbon dioxide and methane
forced migrations

ACIDIFICATION - MAMMALS (16)

acidification, mammals
ocean ecosystems , food web
marine species , ocean circulation
forced migrations

ACIDIFICATION - PLANKTON (16)
ocean ecosystems , deep ocean , ocean warming
ocean circulation
forced migrations

PLANKTON - FOOD CHAIN (16)
marine species , forced migrations

PLANKTON - MARINE SPECIES (16)
ocean warming, ocean circulation
forced migrations

DEEP OCEAN - MODEL PREDICTIONS (16)
ocean circulation, forced migrations

OCEAN ECOSYSTEMS - OCEAN WARMING (16)
coastal regions , model predictions
ocean circulation
carbon dioxide and methane
wind patterns, forced migrations

PLANKTON - FISHERIES (16)
food web , marine species , top predators

OCEAN SURFACE - SEA SURFACE (16)
sea surface temperature , sea ice cover
growth season

PREDATORS - MARINE SPECIES (16)
climate vulnerability, top predators

SEA ICE EXTENT
SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE (16)
ice cover , growth season

OCEAN SURFACE - MEAN TEMPERATURE (16)
sea ice cover , ozone hole , growth season

SEA ICE EXTENT - SURFACE TEMPERATURE (16)
sea ice cover , growth season

SEA ICE EXTENT - SURFACE TEMPERATURE (16)
temperature data, deep ocean , growth season

ANTARCTIC - POLAR REGIONS (16)
atmospheric chemistry

ozone recovery

SURFACE TEMPERATURE - SEA SURFACE (16)
sea surface temperature , growth season

ozone recovery

OCEAN SURFACE - SURFACE TEMPERATURE (16)
sea surface temperature , deep ocean

surface temperature change

SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE - DEEP OCEAN (16)
mean temperature , ozone hole , growth season

SEA SURFACE - SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE (16)
deep ocean , growth season

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (16)
sea ice extent , open water, ice cover
satellite observations
sea ice conditions

POLAR BEARS - OPEN WATER (16)
ice cover , ice conditions , polynya

SEA-ICE - SEA ICE EXTENT (16)
ice cover , sea ice loss , sea ice conditions

ICE EXTENT - SEA ICE EXTENT (16)
open water, ice cover , sea ice loss , ice conditions
population declines

SEA-ICE - SEA ICE EXTENT (16)
open water, ice cover , sea ice loss
satellite observations
population declines

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (16)

OCEAN - SEA-ICE (16)

ocean water

sea ice extent ,
ice thickness , conspiracy theories
sea level pressure

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (16)
sea ice extent , weather forecast

ocean weather patterns,

sea ice extent
ice melt , ice cover , sea ice loss
ice retreat

surface temperature
ice melt, open water
sea ice loss, sea ice cover
satellite observations
population declines

SEA-ICE - SEA ICE EXTENT (16)
SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (16)
sea ice extent , weather forecast , sea ice cover

SEA-ICE - WEATHER PATTERNS (16)
sea ice extent , ice melt , open water, sea ice cover
summer weather

OCEAN - SEA-ICE (16)

ocean ice extent,

ice cover , ice retreat

surface temperature
temperature anomalies
ice melt , open water, ice cover
sea ice loss

SEA-ICE - ICE MELT (16)
open water, sea ice cover , sea ice conditions

OCEAN - SEA-ICE (16)

ocean open water,

sea ice cover , ice retreat

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (16)
ice melt , open water, sea ice loss , sea ice cover

SEA-ICE - SEA ICE EXTENT (16)
temperature anomalies , near future, sea ice loss

SEA-ICE - SEA ICE EXTENT (16)
open water, ice cover , sea ice loss

water areas

OCEAN - WEATHER PATTERNS (16)
sea ice extent , ice melt , open water, sea ice cover
mild weather

water areas

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (16)
ice melt , open water, ice cover , summer weather

water areas

OCEAN - TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES (16)
ocean water, open water, ice cover , summer weather
mild weather

OCEAN SURFACE - OPEN WATER (16)
sea ice cover , summer weather , mild weather

TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES - OCEAN WATER (16)
open water, natural climate variability
summer weather , mild weather

water areas

OCEAN - CLIMATE VARIABILITY (16)
natural climate variability, mild weather

sea ice conditions

Une phylomémie est une reconstruction et une visualisation de
l’évolution d’un ensemble de débats tels qu’ils sont reﬂétés à travers
un corpus de textes (Ici quelques millions de tweets et pages web
associées relatifs au changement climatique). Une branche de
phylomémie a la forme d’un réseaux dont les noeuds sont des
étapes et variantes d’un débat donné. Elle se déploie dans le temps
avec l’évolution du débat qu’elle représente. C’est une
représentation poétique de ces branches qui sont données à voir
dans Stalagmèmes. Leurs formes ont été retravaillées par Jonathan
Pêpe pour les rendre organiques et aboutir aux stalagmèmes. Sont
montrées ici les parties de la phylomémie originale utilisées pour
l'installation au Palais de Tokyo.

water areas
ENERGY SUPPLY - COAL MINING (17)

EMISSIONS TRADING - CARBON MARKETS (17)
levels increase , slight increase
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CLOUD COVER - TWENTIETH CENTURY (17)

cloud coverclimate predictions

warm periods

TEMPERATURE DATA - PAST CLIMATE (17)
twentieth century, temperature measurements
warm periods , levels increase

CLIMATE WARMING - TIPPING POINT (17)

tipping point

climate change projections
emperor penguins , habitat suitability

SEA SURFACE - SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE (17)
climate change projections , emperor penguins
habitat suitability

SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS
EMPEROR PENGUINS (17)
habitat suitability, population declines

LOW-CARBON ECONOMY - LOW-CARBON (17)
carbon price , energy transition
electricity market

CARBON PRICE - ENERGY MARKET (17)
energy transition, electricity market
policy framework , power system

LOW-CARBON ECONOMY - LOW-CARBON (17)
carbon price , policy framework , power system

CARBON EMISSIONS - ENERGY POLICY (17)
electricity market, policy framework
power system

ENERGY SECTOR - ENERGY MARKET (17)
policy framework , power system

ENERGY SECTOR - ENERGY MARKET (17)
electricity market, power system

CHANGE POLICY - EMISSIONS TRADING (17)
energy market , power sector , electricity market
policy framework , power system

ELECTRIC VEHICLES
ELECTRICITY SYSTEM (17)
energy market , electricity market, power system

EMISSIONS TRADING - POWER SECTOR (17)
electricity sector , energy transition
electricity market
policy framework

CLIMATE DATA - SURFACE TEMPERATURE (17)
temperature data, significant warming
urban heat island
weather stations, data series

LOW-CARBON ECONOMY - LOW-CARBON (17)
carbon price , carbon markets , future emissions

SEA LEVEL - GLOBAL SEA LEVEL (17)
WARMING TREND - SIGNIFICANT WARMING (17)
urban heat island, data series

SEA-LEVEL RISE - SEA LEVEL (17)
sea-level change , mean sea level
sea surface height

WARMING TREND - URBAN HEAT ISLAND (17)
weather stations, data series

sea levelwater storage
sea water, sea-level change

SEA LEVEL - ICE SHEET (17)
GLOBAL SEA LEVEL - SEA SURFACE (17)
sea-level change , tide gauge , sea surface height

sea levelsea-level change
mass loss, sea surface height

sea surface height

HUMAN HEALTH - RADIATION (17)

human healthozone hole
ozone depletion

growth season, stratosphere

chlorofluorocarbons , ozone loss

ANTARCTIC - RADIATION (17)
ozone hole

ANTARCTIC - RADIATION (17)
ozone hole

sea surface temperature
ozone depletion , growth season
stratospheric ozone
stratosphere

atmospheric chemistry

wind turbines,

OZONE HOLE - OZONE DEPLETION (17)
stratosphere

atmospheric chemistry
chlorofluorocarbons

HUMAN HEALTH - STRATOSPHERIC OZONE (17)
ozone-depleting substances , ozone loss
ozone concentrations

international cooperation
ozone depletion , stratospheric ozone
stratosphere

atmospheric chemistry

TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES
WARMING POTENTIAL (17)
OZONE HOLE - OZONE DEPLETION (17)

ANTARCTIC - OZONE HOLE (17)
stratosphere , ozone levels , chlorofluorocarbons
ozone loss

sulfur dioxide, stratosphere
chlorofluorocarbons

ozone levels , ozone-depleting substances
chlorofluorocarbons , ozone loss
ozone concentrations

chlorofluorocarbons , ozone loss , ozone recovery

temperature anomalies
warming potential
energy technologies
stratospheric ozone
global warming potential

TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES
SURFACE TEMPERATURE (17)
WARMING POTENTIAL
STRATOSPHERIC OZONE (17)
global warming potential, chlorofluorocarbons

temperature anomalies
surface temperatureheat waves

energy technologies
global warming potential
chlorofluorocarbons

JET STREAM - FOOD SUPPLY (17)
OZONE HOLE - SULFUR DIOXIDE (17)
stratosphere

atmospheric chemistry

ANTARCTIC - OZONE HOLE (17)
sulfur dioxide , stratosphere

ozone levels

ANTARCTIC - OZONE HOLE (17)
cold temperatures , sulfur dioxide , stratosphere
atmospheric chemistry
ozone levels , support system
ozone loss

WEATHER EVENTS - SEVERE WEATHER (17)
CONSPIRACY THEORIES - OZONE HOLE (17)
international cooperation, sulfur dioxide
stratosphere , support system

POPULATION GROWTH - POSITIVE FEEDBACK (17)

COLD TEMPERATURES - SULFUR DIOXIDE (17)
atmospheric chemistry , support system

intense storms

water vapor,
, hot weather
temperature and co2 , vapor pressure

weather eventstemperature change
greenhouse effect
positive feedback , intense storms
temperature and co2
vapor pressure

SOLAR ENERGY - CO2 LEVELS (17)
public opinion , co2 concentration
negative effects
temperature and co2
vapor pressure

jet stream, food supply
coastal flooding , irrigation
temperature increase , seed

IRRIGATION - MONSOON (17)
surface water,

irrigation water

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
CLIMATE JUSTICE (17)
disaster risk reduction , policy-making
ground water

COASTAL FLOODING - IRRIGATION (17)
seed , monsoon , arid regions , groundwater resources

solar radiation

monsoon ,
food crops , surface water
economic losses , mean temperature
arid regions , groundwater resources

PRIVATE SECTOR - FOREST DEGRADATION (17)

DEFORESTATION - OIL PALM (17)

oil palmcolonization,

private sector

forest degradation

DEFORESTATION - METRIC TONS (17)

carbon credits

metric tons oil palm

deforestation and forest degradation
emissions from deforestation , forest carbon
forest resources

deforestation and forest degradation
forest protection

carbon stocks

CARBON CREDITS - FOREST DEGRADATION (17)

deforestation and forest degradation
forest protection , forest resources

DEFORESTATION - FOREST DEGRADATION (17)
emissions from deforestation , forest protection

DEFORESTATION
DEFORESTATION AND FOREST DEGRADATION (17)
emissions from deforestation , forest protection

PAST FEW YEARS
BELIEF IN GLOBAL WARMING (17)
household income , food costs , coastal wetlands

CROP YIELDS
BELIEF IN GLOBAL WARMING (17)
household income , food costs

SOLAR ACTIVITY - SOLAR CYCLES (17)
belief in global warming , household income
food costs

REDUCTION TARGETS
ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS (17)

PAST FEW YEARS - SOLAR ACTIVITY (17)
belief in global warming , food costs

environmental regulations
biodiesel , electricity consumption

ELECTRIC VEHICLES
ELECTRICITY GENERATION (17)
energy sector , urban areas, energy technologies
energy market , energy demand
energy security , public transport
global temperature increase
recent developments , fuel prices , energy services
building stock

GREENHOUSE GAS - GAS EMISSIONS (17)
greenhouse gas emissions

EMISSION REDUCTION
REDUCTION TARGETS (17)
emission allowances , emission reduction targets
carbon intensity

carbon reduction
greenhouse gas reduction

forest management

NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS - BIOENERGY (17)
ENERGY MARKET - ENERGY DEMAND (17)

energy security, energy services
building stock

LOW-CARBON - ELECTRICITY GENERATION (17)

low-carbonenergy demand ,

energy services

ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES - ENERGY DEMAND (17)
energy services , building stock

COP21 - RECENT DEVELOPMENTS (17)
energy services , building stock

LOW-CARBON - ENERGY SECURITY (17)

low-carbonpublic transport

energy services , building stock

ELECTRIC VEHICLES - URBAN AREAS (17)
low-carbon energy , recent developments
energy services , building stock

ELECTRIC VEHICLES - LOW-CARBON (17)
energy services , building stock

LOW-CARBON - ENERGY SYSTEM (17)
low-carbon energy , recent developments
energy services

LOW-CARBON - CO2 EMISSIONS (17)
energy system , low-carbon energy

national governments

LOW-CARBON - ENERGY SYSTEM (17)
global temperature increase , low-carbon energy
building stock

BIOFUELS - BIOENERGY (17)
time horizon, energy alternatives

climate benefits

public support,

time horizon
fuel costs , energy alternatives

mitigation strategies

climate targets

COAL MINING - FOREST MANAGEMENT (17)

coal miningmitigating climate change

time horizon

energy alternatives

supply chain
national governments

FOOD PRICES - PUBLIC SUPPORT (17)
time horizon, energy alternatives

greenhouse gas reduction
mitigating climate change

carbon accounting

BIOENERGY - PUBLIC SUPPORT (17)
time horizon, energy alternatives, biomass energy

PLANKTON - DEEP OCEAN (17)

ECOSYSTEM - MODEL PREDICTIONS (17)

ACIDIFICATION - ECOSYSTEM (17)

OCEAN ACIDIFICATION - PLANKTON (17)

deep oceanfood chain

ecosystemmarine species

ecosystemplankton,

ocean acidification

carbon dioxide and methane
food web , ocean ecosystems , forced migrations

ocean ecosystems
forced migrations

food web

ocean ecosystems
forced migrations

DEEP OCEAN
CARBON DIOXIDE AND METHANE (17)

carbon dioxide and methane

marine species , ocean ecosystems
forced migrations

model predictions , marine species
food web , ocean ecosystems
ocean circulation
forced migrations

climate benefits , public support
time horizon, fuel costs
energy alternatives
mitigation strategies

ECOSYSTEM - COASTAL AREAS (17)
JET STREAM - EVAPORATION (17)
ocean circulation, forced migrations

DEEP OCEAN
CARBON DIOXIDE AND METHANE (17)
ocean warming, coastal regions , ocean ecosystems
ocean circulation
forced migrations

ecosystem, coastal areas
deep ocean , ocean warming
ocean ecosystems
ocean circulation
forced migrations

FISHERIES - PLANKTON (17)
PLANKTON - FOOD CHAIN (17)
marine species , climate vulnerability
top predators

food chain,

marine species , food web
climate vulnerability

fisheries management

GENE - PREDATORS (17)

genefood web,
top predators

climate vulnerability

ECOSYSTEM - FISHERIES (17)
food web , climate vulnerability, mangrove forests
fisheries management

SURFACE TEMPERATURE - ICE COVER (17)

ice coversea ice cover ,

growth season

top predators

POLAR REGIONS - STRATOSPHERE (17)

stratosphereatmospheric chemistry

ozone recovery

ANTARCTIC - OXYGEN (17)

oxygensea surface temperature

polar regions , growth season
ozone recovery

POLAR BEARS - ICE LOSS (17)

SURFACE TEMPERATURE - DEEP OCEAN (17)
SURFACE TEMPERATURE - SEA SURFACE (17)
sea surface temperature , growth season

significant warming
surface temperature change

SEA-ICE - SEA ICE EXTENT (17)
ice cover , open water, sea ice conditions

SEA ICE EXTENT - ICE LOSS (17)
sea ice cover , sea level pressure
population declines

polar bearsice cover ,

sea ice loss , ice conditions
satellite observations
population declines

open water

SEA ICE EXTENT - ICE LOSS (17)
ice cover , open water, sea ice loss

OCEAN - SEA-ICE (17)
ice retreat ,

ice area

SEA-ICE - ICE LOSS (17)
surface temperature , ice extent, sea ice cover
sea ice loss , satellite observations
sea ice conditions , water areas
population declines

POLAR BEARS - SEA-ICE (17)
weather patterns, ice extent, ice melt , open water
sea ice cover , sea ice loss
satellite observations
sea ice conditions , water areas
population declines

SEA ICE EXTENT - WEATHER PATTERNS (17)
ice melt , open water, sea ice cover , mild weather

SEA ICE EXTENT - ICE EXTENT (17)
ice melt , open water, sea ice cover , summer weather
water areas

ICE COVER - OPEN WATER (17)
sea ice cover , mild weather, summer weather

TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES
WEATHER PATTERNS (17)
ice extent, ice melt , ice cover , open water
ocean water
natural climate variability
mild weather, summer weather , water areas

OPEN WATER - SEA ICE COVER (17)

natural climate variability
ocean surface , summer weather

TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES - OPEN WATER (17)
natural climate variability, mild weather
summer weather

biomass energy

JET STREAM - OXYGEN (18)

METHANE - NATURAL GAS (18)
tipping point , seed , lead time
coal-fired power plants
major threat, renewable resources
raw materials
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WATER SUPPLY
CHALLENGES OF CLIMATE CHANGE (18)

RENEWABLE ENERGY - ANTARCTIC (18)
natural gas, rainfall, ice caps , coral reefs
private sector , tipping point
past few years , seed , wind turbines
lead time, coal-fired power plants
major threat, supply chain
renewable resources
raw materials

water supplyplant species
endemic species
climate change scenarios
barrier islands, lake ice
higher altitudes
shoreline erosion

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
CHALLENGES OF CLIMATE CHANGE (18)
CHANGE SCENARIOS
CLIMATE CHANGE SCENARIOS (18)
higher altitudes

coffee production

LOW-CARBON - CARBON PRICE (18)

climate change adaptation

CARBON PRICE - LOW-CARBON ECONOMY (18)
energy transition, policy framework
electricity market

plant species , watershed

endemic species
barrier islands, lake ice
higher altitudes
shoreline erosion

change policy
emissions trading

low-carbon economy ,
power system

electricity market
price volatility

ENERGY POLICY - LOW-CARBON ECONOMY (18)
CARBON EMISSIONS - ENERGY POLICY (18)

energy market, electricity market

CARBON PRICE - ENERGY TRANSITION (18)
energy market , policy framework , power system
electricity market

ENERGY SECTOR - ENERGY MARKET (18)
electricity system , electricity market

SEA SURFACE - SEA-LEVEL CHANGE (18)

energy policy
low-carbon economy

CLIMATE DATA - WEATHER STATIONS (18)
data series , urban heat island
significant warming

emissions trading , power sector
policy framework
electricity market

TEMPERATURE DATA - WARMING TREND (18)
data series , urban heat island
significant warming

SEA-LEVEL CHANGE - MEAN SEA LEVEL (18)

marine organisms
sea surface height

GLOBAL SEA LEVEL - SEA SURFACE (18)
sea-level change , water storage
sea surface height

OCEAN WATER - SEA-LEVEL CHANGE (18)

ocean waterwater storage

sea surface height , tide gauge

emission scenarios
sea surface height

end of the 21st century

GLOBAL SEA LEVEL - SEA-LEVEL CHANGE (18)
sea surface height , tide gauge

ANTARCTIC - OZONE HOLE (18)
chlorofluorocarbons , stratosphere
ozone-depleting substances

OZONE HOLE - CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS (18)
stratosphere , ozone depletion

collective action

tide gauge

ANTARCTIC - OZONE HOLE (18)
radiation, chlorofluorocarbons , stratosphere
ozone depletion
stratospheric ozone
ozone-depleting substances
international cooperation
atmospheric chemistry
ozone levels , sulfur dioxide

OZONE HOLE - CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS (18)
ozone-depleting substances
global warming potential

ANTARCTIC - OZONE HOLE (18)
stratosphere , ozone levels

global temperature increase
ozone levels

ANTARCTIC - OZONE HOLE (18)
cold temperatures , sulfur dioxide

OZONE HOLE - STRATOSPHERE (18)
international cooperation, cold temperatures
atmospheric chemistry
ozone levels , sulfur dioxide

ICE MELT - COLD TEMPERATURES (18)

ice melt atmospheric chemistry

support system

OZONE HOLE - STRATOSPHERE (18)
ozone depletion

cold temperatures

WEATHER PATTERNS - PUBLIC OPINION (18)

weather patterns

positive feedback , hot weather
vapor pressure

WARMING TEMPERATURES - HOT WEATHER (18)

warming temperatures
intense storms , vapor pressure

CO2 LEVELS
EFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMING (18)
PUBLIC OPINION - POPULATION GROWTH (18)
hot weather, intense storms , vapor pressure

CLIMATE JUSTICE - INSECURITY (18)

effects of global warming

FOOD CROPS - ECONOMIC LOSSES (18)
surface water, arid regions
groundwater resources

negative effects , public opinion
positive feedback , hot weather
temperature and co2
vapor pressure

FOOD CROPS - SOLAR RADIATION (18)
food supply , mean temperature , coastal flooding
arid regions , groundwater resources

JET STREAM - FOOD SUPPLY (18)

evaporation, arid regions
groundwater resources

IRRIGATION - FOOD CROPS (18)
monsoon , mean temperature , economic losses
arid regions , groundwater resources

IRRIGATION - MONSOON (18)
coastal flooding , arid regions
groundwater resources

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT GOALS (18)
policy-making, disaster risk, ground water

insecurity
international community
sustainable development , policy-making
disaster risk reduction
ground water

CLIMATE JUSTICE - RISK REDUCTION (18)
disaster risk reduction , ground water

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION (18)
disaster risk reduction , adaptation needs

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
DISASTER RISK (18)
adaptive capacity, disaster risk reduction

DISASTER RISK - RISK REDUCTION (18)
land degradation , disaster risk reduction
floods and droughts

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION (18)
risk reduction , land degradation
capacity building

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION (18)

sustainable development
adaptive capacity
disaster risk reduction

CLIMATE JUSTICE
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION (18)

climate justice

disaster risk reduction
adverse effects of climate change

CLIMATE JUSTICE
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION (18)

CARBON CREDITS - FOREST DEGRADATION (18)

carbon sink

carbon credits

climate justicerisk reduction

emissions from deforestation
deforestation and forest degradation
forest protection

deforestation and forest degradation
forest protection

adverse effects of climate change

LAND USE - LAND COVER (18)
emissions from deforestation
urban heat island effect
land use changes
forest management practices

CARBON SINK - FOREST DEGRADATION (18)

CROP - OPEN WATER (18)

CARBON BUDGET - BOREAL FORESTS (18)
urban areas, carbon sink, land cover , reforestation
industrial development
emissions from deforestation
urban heat island effect , forest carbon
land use changes
deforestation and forest degradation
forest managers , forest management practices

URBAN AREAS - URBAN HEAT ISLAND (18)
urban heat island effect
deforestation and forest degradation
forest management practices

jet stream, oxygenfisheries
warmer temperatures
coastal areas
evaporation
ocean acidification

open water
scientific evidence

MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION (18)
water infrastructure
deforestation and forest degradation

REDUCTION TARGETS
EMISSION REDUCTION (18)
greenhouse gas reduction , carbon credits
carbon markets
emission reduction targets

trust, past few years , crop yields
solar cycles , solar activity
household income
belief in global warming
food costs

REDUCTION TARGETS
EMISSION REDUCTION (18)
emissions trading , carbon credits
emission reduction targets
electricity sector , cost-benefit analysis
international agreements

CLIMATE TARGETS - REDUCTION TARGETS (18)
carbon markets , alternative fuels

alternative fuels

REDUCTION TARGETS
EMISSION REDUCTION (18)
emissions trading , carbon budget , carbon credits
emission reduction targets
electricity sector , cost-benefit analysis

GREENHOUSE GAS
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS (18)
transportation sector

public health and welfare

GREENHOUSE GAS
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS (18)
greenhouse gas reduction , building sector

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
GAS EMISSIONS (18)

reduction targets
greenhouse gas reduction
carbon reduction

GREENHOUSE GAS
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS (18)

energy prices, emission allowances

ELECTRIC VEHICLES - URBAN AREAS (18)
public transport, building stock

ENERGY SECURITY - ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES (18)
energy market , energy services
global temperature increase
building stock

ENERGY SECURITY - ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES (18)
energy demand , building stock

ENERGY SECTOR - ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES (18)

energy sectorenergy services
building stock

LOW-CARBON - FUEL PRICES (18)
emission reduction targets
low-carbon technologies

GREENHOUSE GAS REDUCTION
ENERGY SUPPLY (18)

NATURAL GAS - PUBLIC SUPPORT (18)

greenhouse gas reduction

natural gasenergy alternatives

bioenergy , fuel costs
mitigation strategies

time horizon

NATURAL GAS - GEOENGINEERING (18)

natural gas, geoengineering
energy supply, bioenergy

wind patterns, plankton

biomass energy , energy alternatives

food web,

MARINE SPECIES - FOOD WEB (18)
ocean circulation, ocean warming
ocean ecosystems , deep ocean
carbon dioxide and methane
model predictions , forced migrations

PLANKTON - MARINE SPECIES (18)
food web , climate vulnerability

FISHERIES - FOOD WEB (18)
fisheries management , climate vulnerability

OPEN WATER - ICE MELT (18)

SEA-ICE - OPEN WATER (18)
sea ice extent , sea ice concentration

sea ice loss,

summer weather

OPEN WATER - ICE LOSS (18)
sea ice loss , ringed seal , zooplankton, copepods

OPEN WATER - ICE EXTENT (18)
ringed seal , copepods

ICE MELT - SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS (18)
ice conditions , sea ice cover , sea ice loss

ICE COVER - OPEN WATER (18)

radiation, ice retreat
sea ice cover

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (18)
sea ice extent , ocean surface , sea ice decline

WEATHER EVENTS - EXTREME WEATHER (18)
energy storage , environmental health
ocean surface , tropical storms

WEATHER EVENTS - ENERGY STORAGE (18)
environmental health, urban planning
tropical storms , soil water

coastal regions
ocean circulation, ocean warming
ocean ecosystems , deep ocean
carbon dioxide and methane
model predictions , forced migrations

FUTURE GENERATIONS - WEATHER EVENTS (18)
ice melt , solar energy , energy storage
environmental health
environmental change
urban planning, tropical storms
support system , rate of sea-level rise
soil water

WEATHER EVENTS - EXTREME WEATHER (18)
sustainability, energy storage
environmental health
environmental change
tropical storms , support system
rate of sea-level rise
soil water

FOSSIL FUEL USE - OXYGEN (19)
METHANE - POWER PLANTS (19)

19-20

20-21

wind turbines

natural gas,
raw materials, renewable resources
lead time

NATURAL GAS - SEED (19)
raw materials, renewable resources , lead time

RENEWABLE ENERGY - POWER PLANTS (19)
coal-fired power plants , natural gas
raw materials, major threat
renewable resources , lead time

SEED - LEAD TIME (20)
renewable resources , coal-fired power plants

RAINFALL - SEED (19)
supply chain, raw materials, renewable resources
lead time

RAW MATERIALS - LEAD TIME (20)
supply chain, renewable resources

RENEWABLE ENERGY - ANTARCTIC (19)
methane, ice caps , coal-fired power plants
coral reefs , seed , private sector
tipping point , wind turbines
past few years , supply chain
raw materials, major threat
renewable resources , lead time

MAJOR THREAT - LEAD TIME (20)
tipping point , renewable resources

RENEWABLE ENERGY - SEED (19)
private sector , past few years , raw materials
renewable resources , lead time

CHALLENGES OF CLIMATE CHANGE
PLANT SPECIES (19)
climate change scenarios , barrier islands

SUPPLY CHAIN - RAW MATERIALS (19)
major threat,

genetic diversity

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
WARM PERIODS (20)
twentieth century, levels increase

cloud feedback

WARMING TREND - TEMPERATURE DATA (20)
temperature measurements

cloud feedback

PAST CLIMATE - CARBON MARKETS (21)

21-22

WIND TURBINES - SUPPLY CHAIN (21)
raw materials, renewable resources , lead time

SEED - MAJOR THREAT (21)
renewable resources , lead time

past climateslight increase
cloud cover, warm periods
levels increase , twentieth century
cloud feedback

TEMPERATURE DATA - CARBON MARKETS (21)
slight increase , levels increase
temperature measurements
cloud feedback

CHALLENGES OF CLIMATE CHANGE
WATERSHED (19)
land management, barrier islands

LOCAL LEVEL - CHANGE SCENARIOS (19)

local levelclimate change scenarios
coffee production

WEATHER PATTERNS - RAINFALL (19)

weather patterns, rainfall
climate change scenarios
higher altitudes
coffee production

EROSION
CHALLENGES OF CLIMATE CHANGE (19)

erosion intense storms ,

barrier islands

CHANGE POLICY - ENERGY SYSTEM (19)

energy systempower system
price volatility

CROP - ENERGY POLICY (19)

crop change policy ,

change policyelectricity system

energy market

electricity market
price volatility

electricity market

RENEWABLE ENERGY - ENERGY COSTS (20)

CO2 CONCENTRATION - ATMOSPHERIC CO2 (20)

co2 concentration
atmospheric co2cloud cover

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS
ENERGY MARKET (20)
electricity system , potential benefits

CLIMATE MODELS - WARM PERIODS (20)
twentieth century, climate predictions

warm periods , twentieth century

TEMPERATURE DATA - CO2 CONCENTRATION (21)

ENERGY COSTS - ENERGY MARKET (21)

co2 concentrationwarm periods

low-carbon energy

levels increase
temperature measurements

potential benefits
electricity system

renewable energy
energy costsenergy market

electricity system
electricity market

ENERGY MARKET - ENERGY SECURITY (21)
electricity market, electricity system

CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS - OZONE DEPLETION (19)

SURFACE TEMPERATURE - WARMING TREND (19)
temperature data, climate data, significant warming
weather stations, urban heat island
data series

CHANGE POLICY - ENERGY MARKET (19)

ENERGY STORAGE - ENERGY GENERATION (20)
energy security , energy market , electricity system
potential benefits

ENERGY STORAGE - ENERGY GENERATION (21)
potential benefits , electricity system

CHANGE POLICY - ENERGY SYSTEM (20)
energy security , energy market , carbon policies
national level
technological change
electricity system
electricity market

ENERGY SYSTEM - TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE (21)
electricity market, electricity system

warming trend, ozone levels
international cooperation
atmospheric chemistry

OZONE HOLE - CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS (19)
ozone levels , stratospheric ozone
ozone-depleting substances

OZONE HOLE - CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS (19)
ozone depletion ,

coal mining

OZONE HOLE - OZONE DEPLETION (19)
ozone levels , international cooperation
ozone-depleting substances

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (19)

STRATOSPHERE - NEAR FUTURE (19)

near futureozone levels

disaster risk, risk reduction
local knowledge

atmospheric chemistry

DISASTER RISK - RISK REDUCTION (19)
disaster risk reduction , adaptation needs

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
DISASTER RISK (19)

urban areas
local climate change

disaster risk reduction ,

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
RISK REDUCTION (20)

CLIMATE WARMING - OZONE HOLE (20)
ENERGY SYSTEM - CARBON POLICIES (20)
national level, technological change
electricity market

ENERGY MARKET - ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES (20)
carbon policies , technological change
electricity market

SURFACE TEMPERATURE - CLIMATE DATA (20)
weather stations, urban heat island
significant warming, data series

ENERGY MARKET - CARBON POLICIES (20)
technological change , electricity system

WARMING TREND - SURFACE TEMPERATURE (20)
temperature data, weather stations
significant warming, data series

OZONE DEPLETION - OZONE HOLE (20)
chlorofluorocarbons , ozone levels

climate warming
chlorofluorocarbons
ozone-depleting substances

WARMING POTENTIAL - OZONE LEVELS (20)
global warming potential,

CIVIL SOCIETY - FLOODS AND DROUGHTS (19)

RISK REDUCTION - DISASTER RISK (20)
disaster risk reduction , adaptation needs

model data

climate change analysis
mitigation policies

civil societydisaster risk reduction
land degradation

RISK REDUCTION - DISASTER RISK (20)
disaster risk reduction , capacity building
rapid urbanization

disaster risk reduction

CHANGE POLICY - ENERGY SYSTEM (21)
technological change , electricity market
carbon policies

ENERGY MARKET - TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE (21)
energy security , national level, electricity market
electricity system , carbon policies

OCEAN - WEATHER STATIONS (21)

ocean urban heat island,
data series

significant warming

TEMPERATURE DATA - WARMING TREND (21)
climate data, urban heat island
significant warming
data series

SURFACE TEMPERATURE - WARMING TREND (21)
urban heat island, significant warming, data series

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
EARLY WARNING (21)

STRATOSPHERE - CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS (21)
ozone hole , ozone depletion

early warning
disaster risk reduction
capacity building

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
RISK REDUCTION (19)
disaster risk reduction , land degradation

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
RISK REDUCTION (19)

development goals
capacity building

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
RISK REDUCTION (20)
disaster risk reduction

MITIGATING CLIMATE CHANGE
FOREST CONSERVATION (20)
forest carbon , emissions from deforestation

policy analysis
rapid urbanization

FOREST DEGRADATION - FOREST CARBON (20)
emissions from deforestation
deforestation and forest degradation
forest protection

DEFORESTATION - FOREST (21)
DISASTER RISK - EARLY WARNING (21)

FOREST - IRRIGATION (21)
total emissions , emissions from deforestation
brazilian amazon
forest conservation

early warning
disaster risk reduction
rapid urbanization

DEFORESTATION - LAND USE (19)

FOREST DEGRADATION
EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION (19)
deforestation and forest degradation
forest protection , forest carbon

TOTAL EMISSIONS - BRAZILIAN AMAZON (21)
carbon stocks , co-benefits , forest conservation

FOREST - BIODIVERSITY (21)
emissions from deforestation , brazilian amazon
ecosystem services
forest conservation

EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION
DEFORESTATION AND FOREST DEGRADATION (21)

brazilian amazon, carbon stocks
forest conservation

deforestation, forest
colonization, forest degradation
emissions from deforestation
carbon stocks

FOREST DEGRADATION
EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION (21)
deforestation and forest degradation
forest carbon , forest protection
forest conservation

FOREST DEGRADATION
DEFORESTATION AND FOREST DEGRADATION (21)
carbon stocks , sustainable management , forest conservation

forest conservation

deforestation

forest management practices
land use changes , land cover

DEFORESTATION - FOREST DEGRADATION (19)
emissions from deforestation
deforestation and forest degradation
forest management practices

CARBON CREDITS - FOREST DEGRADATION (19)
emissions from deforestation , policy framework
deforestation and forest degradation
wood products

CARBON CREDITS
EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION (20)
deforestation and forest degradation
forest protection

FOREST DEGRADATION
EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION (21)
deforestation and forest degradation
forest carbon

FOREST DEGRADATION - FOREST CARBON (20)
land cover , urban heat island effect
emissions from deforestation

DEFORESTATION - FOREST (21)

forest emissions from deforestation
deforestation and forest degradation

carbon stocks

REFORESTATION - LAND USE (19)
carbon sink, emissions from deforestation
deforestation and forest degradation
forest management practices , land use changes
industrial development
urban heat island effect
forest carbon , land cover
forest managers

FOREST DEGRADATION
EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION (21)
deforestation and forest degradation
forest protection , wood products

DEFORESTATION - URBAN HEAT ISLAND (19)

deforestation

forest management practices
urban heat island effect

REFORESTATION - CARBON BUDGET (19)
emissions from deforestation
deforestation and forest degradation
forest carbon

URBAN AREAS - LAND USE CHANGES (20)
forest management , boreal forests , forest carbon
industrial development
land cover , urban heat island effect
emissions from deforestation
deforestation and forest degradation

DEFORESTATION - FOREST MANAGEMENT (19)

deforestation

forest management practices
forest managers

REFORESTATION - MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (19)
carbon sink, urban areas, boreal forests
emissions from deforestation
deforestation and forest degradation
forest management practices
land use changes
industrial development
urban heat island effect
forest carbon , land cover, forest managers

LIVESTOCK - TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES (19)
energy performance , urban sprawl, end users

EMISSION REDUCTION - CARBON CREDITS (19)
emission reduction targets , alternative fuels

GREENHOUSE GAS REDUCTION
REDUCTION TARGETS (19)
carbon markets , emission reduction targets
alternative fuels
emission allowances

EMISSIONS TRADING - REDUCTION TARGETS (19)

emissions tradingcarbon intensity
emission reduction targets

EMISSIONS TRADING
GREENHOUSE GAS REDUCTION (19)

greenhouse gas reduction
electricity sector
emission reduction targets
emission allowances

fossil fuel use
CARBON BUDGET - EMISSIONS TRADING (19)
reduction targets , carbon credits
electricity sector
policy framework
economic efficiency

CROP YIELDS - ABRUPT CHANGES (20)

ICE AGE - SOLAR ACTIVITY (20)
solar cycles , food costs
belief in global warming

abrupt changesfood costs

belief in global warming

CROP YIELDS - FOOD PRICES (21)

ENERGY STORAGE - ELECTRIC VEHICLES (20)
energy conservation , energy market , end users
energy performance

SOLAR ACTIVITY - HOUSEHOLD INCOME (21)
solar cycles , food costs

food priceshousehold income
food costs

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION
ENERGY CONSERVATION (20)
end users , urban sprawl, energy performance

ENERGY DEMAND
ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION (20)
energy saving, end users , energy performance

REDUCTION TARGETS
GREENHOUSE GAS REDUCTION (20)
emission reduction , carbon markets
emission allowances

supply chain
fuel consumption
emission reduction targets
emission allowances

CARBON BUDGET - EMISSIONS TRADING (19)
cost-benefit analysis , electricity sector

GREENHOUSE GAS - GAS EMISSIONS (19)
greenhouse gas reduction , emission allowances

international agreements

EMISSIONS TRADING - REDUCTION TARGETS (20)
electricity sector , economic efficiency

PAST CLIMATE - CARBON CREDITS (20)
electricity sector , economic efficiency
policy framework

LOW-CARBON - ELECTRICITY SECTOR (20)
low-carbon economy , economic efficiency

global warming potential

LOW-CARBON - LOW-CARBON ECONOMY (20)
economic efficiency , policy framework

policy instruments

ENERGY POLICY
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS (20)

REDUCTION TARGETS
EMISSION REDUCTION (19)
low-carbon technologies
emission reduction targets

warmer temperatures , jet stream
ocean warming, evaporation, plankton
ocean acidification
coastal areas , model predictions
wind patterns, marine species
food web , coastal regions , deep ocean
carbon dioxide and methane
ocean circulation, ocean ecosystems
forced migrations

TRUST - MODEL PREDICTIONS (19)
food web , deep ocean , forced migrations

energy policycarbon credits
cost-benefit analysis

REDUCTION TARGETS
EMISSION REDUCTION (20)
electricity sector , emission reduction targets
cost-benefit analysis

GREENHOUSE GAS
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS (21)
greenhouse gas reduction

energy consumption

policy objectives

electricity consumption
energy performance , end users

SEA SURFACE - OPEN WATER (21)

sea surface rapid expansion
warm season

ICE EXTENT - ICE COVER (21)
ice thickness , satellite data, sea ice cover
natural variability
sea ice concentration
sea water, ice area

PAST FEW YEARS - FOOD CHAIN (20)

past few yearsplankton

ocean warming, deep ocean
ocean ecosystems
forced migrations

deep ocean , ocean ecosystems , food web
model predictions
forced migrations

ICE EXTENT - SEA ICE EXTENT (21)
sea ice concentration ,

ice area

ICE EXTENT - ICE COVER (21)
earth system , satellite data, sea ice cover
natural variability
sea ice concentration
sea water, ice area
observations and models

ICE COVER - SEA ICE COVER (21)
sea ice concentration , monitoring sites
regional model

ICE COVER - SEA ICE COVER (21)
water vapor, sea ice concentration
atmospheric circulation
temperature fluctuations

ICE COVER - GREENHOUSE EFFECT (21)
water vapor, atmospheric circulation
temperature fluctuations

ACIDIFICATION - ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY (19)
ocean acidification , ocean circulation

SEA-ICE - ICE COVER (19)
sea ice cover , ice thickness

ICE EXTENT - ICE LOSS (19)
open water, sea ice loss , ringed seal

SEA-ICE - ICE EXTENT (19)
sea ice extent , sea ice decline

EXTREME WEATHER - ICE EXTENT (19)
weather events, sea ice extent , ocean surface
sea ice decline

WEATHER EVENTS - ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH (19)
urban planning, energy storage , tropical storms

WEATHER EVENTS - FUTURE GENERATIONS (19)
environmental health, environmental change
urban planning, energy storage
tropical storms
rate of sea-level rise

PLANKTON - FOOD CHAIN (21)

fossil fuel use,

forced migrations

FOOD CHAIN - MARINE SPECIES (20)

ocean warming, ocean ecosystems
forced migrations

FOOD CHAIN - EVAPORATION (20)

food chainjet stream ,
model predictions
forced migrations

deep ocean

food chainacidification

fossil fuel use , coastal regions
ocean circulation
carbon dioxide and methane
deep ocean , ocean ecosystems , food web
model predictions
forced migrations

PAST FEW YEARS - FOOD CHAIN (20)
marine species , ocean circulation, ocean warming
deep ocean , model predictions
forced migrations

THOUSANDS OF YEARS - FOOD CHAIN (20)
acidification , ocean circulation
carbon dioxide and methane
model predictions , forced migrations

THOUSANDS OF YEARS
OCEAN ACIDIFICATION (21)
ocean circulation, carbon dioxide and methane
forced migrations

OCEAN CIRCULATION - WIND PATTERNS (21)
food web , forced migrations

SEA-ICE - ICE COVER (20)
sea ice extent , sea ice cover , sea ice loss
growth season

SURFACE TEMPERATURE - SEA SURFACE (20)

ICE COVER - ICE LOSS (20)

warm years, sea surface temperature

ice melt

sea ice extent ,
, sea ice cover
sea ice loss , ice thickness

growth season

ICE LOSS - ICE EXTENT (20)
sea ice extent , sea ice decline , sea ice loss
open water

ICE COVER - TEMPERATURE CHANGE (20)
solar radiation, sea ice cover

ICE EXTENT - POLAR REGIONS (21)

ICE COVER - ICE LOSS (21)
sea ice loss , temperature change , sea ice cover

polar regionssea ice extent

sea ice conditions

FOREST - DEFORESTATION (22)

SEA-ICE - TEMPERATURE DATA (22)

22-23

WIND TURBINES - SUPPLY CHAIN (22)
raw materials, renewable resources , lead time

SEED - RENEWABLE RESOURCES (22)
major threat, lead time

sea-ice climate data,

TEMPERATURE DATA - CO2 CONCENTRATION (22)
levels increase , temperature measurements

weather stations

urban heat island
significant warming
data series

WARMING TREND - SURFACE TEMPERATURE (22)

warm years, data series

SEA-LEVEL RISE - SEA LEVEL (22)
mean sea level , sea-level change

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
DISASTER RISK (22)

CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS - STRATOSPHERE (22)
ozone hole , ozone depletion

policy options
disaster risk reduction

EARLY WARNING - RISK REDUCTION (22)
disaster risk reduction , capacity building

co-benefits

DISASTER RISK - EARLY WARNING (22)
disaster risk reduction , capacity building

DISASTER RISK - EARLY WARNING (22)

risk management, rapid urbanization

TOTAL EMISSIONS - FOREST CONSERVATION (22)
co-benefits , ecosystem services , brazilian amazon

FOREST - DEFORESTATION (22)
forest conservation , brazilian amazon
deforestation and forest degradation
carbon stocks , emissions from deforestation

FOREST - BIODIVERSITY (22)
brazilian amazon, emissions from deforestation

FOREST CONSERVATION
DEFORESTATION AND FOREST DEGRADATION (22)
carbon stocks , emissions from deforestation

CARBON STORAGE - FOREST DEGRADATION (22)

carbon storageforest conservation

sustainable management

FOREST - DEFORESTATION (22)
forest conservation
emissions from deforestation
forest carbon

SOIL CARBON
DEFORESTATION AND FOREST DEGRADATION (22)

soil carboncarbon stocks
emissions from deforestation

FOREST - DEFORESTATION (22)
deforestation and forest degradation
emissions from deforestation
forest carbon

climate change adaptation
climate change mitigation
transportation sector
scientific information

LIVESTOCK - MEAT CONSUMPTION (22)

negative impacts of climate change
mitigation policies

CO2 LEVELS - BELIEF IN GLOBAL WARMING (22)

ARTIC - SOLAR ACTIVITY (22)

co2 levelsfood costs ,

artic food costs ,

household income

meat consumption

household income

energy conservation
urban sprawl, end users
energy performance

SOCIAL COST - ENERGY SAVING (22)
ENERGY CONSUMPTION
ENERGY CONSERVATION (22)
end users , electricity consumption
energy performance

social cost energy conservation
urban sprawl, end users
electricity consumption
energy performance

ENERGY DEMAND - ENERGY CONSERVATION (22)
urban sprawl, end users

supply and demand
energy performance

EMISSIONS TRADING
ELECTRICITY MARKET (22)
electricity sector , economic efficiency

ICE EXTENT - ICE COVER (22)
ice area, sea ice concentration

ICE COVER - RADIATION (22)

radiationsea water
sea ice concentration

ICE EXTENT - ICE COVER (22)
ice area, sea water, sea ice concentration
observations and models

EARTH SYSTEM - ICE COVER (22)
sea ice concentration , observations and models

ICE COVER - NATURAL VARIABILITY (22)
sea ice cover , sea ice concentration

ICE COVER - SEA ICE COVER (22)

warming event, regional model
monitoring sites

ICE THICKNESS - FOOD SUPPLY (22)
ICE COVER - GREENHOUSE EFFECT (22)
water vapor, atmospheric circulation
temperature fluctuations

ice thickness, food supply
open water, polar regions

FOOD WEB - DEEP OCEAN (22)
ocean circulation, forced migrations

sea ice conditions

deforestation and forest degradation
emissions from deforestation

catastrophic events

NATURAL GAS - DECISION MAKERS (23)

natural gas
decision makers
energy production
electric vehicles

TROPICAL CYCLONES - ENERGY STRATEGY (23)

23-24

tropical cyclones
energy strategy
temperature measurements
past climate

slight increase
twentieth century

FOOD CHAIN - CLIMATE DATA (23)

food chain
cold temperatures
urban heat island
significant warming
data series

MEAN TEMPERATURE - MONSOON (23)
irrigation

SEVERE WEATHER
EFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMING (23)
WEATHER STATIONS - TEMPERATURE DATA (23)
urban heat island, significant warming, data series

SURFACE TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE DATA (23)

WARMING TREND - URBAN HEAT ISLAND (23)

surface temperature

warming trendsignificant warming

significant warming
data series

data series

severe weather
thousands of years
public opinion , population growth
negative effects , hot weather
positive feedback
temperature and co2
vapor pressure

SEVERE WEATHER
EFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMING (23)

WATER VAPOR - POSITIVE FEEDBACK (23)

severe weatherpublic opinion

water vaportemperature and co2

hot weather, intense storms
vapor pressure

vapor pressure

SEVERE WEATHER
EFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMING (23)
public opinion , hot weather, intense storms
temperature and co2

TEMPERATURE CHANGE
CO2 CONCENTRATION (23)
temperature and co2 , vapor pressure

temperature increase
seed
impact of global warming
coastal flooding , surface water, food crops
arid regions , economic losses
groundwater resources

storm damage

MEAN TEMPERATURE - CROP (23)

crop
impact of global warming

coastal flooding , arid regions , economic losses
groundwater resources

RISK MANAGEMENT - URBAN PLANNING (23)

URBAN AREAS - RISK MANAGEMENT (23)

urban planningdisaster risk

urban areasdisaster risk

risk reduction , rapid urbanization

rapid urbanization

EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION
FOREST CARBON (23)
carbon stocks
deforestation and forest degradation

forest resources
forest protection

EMISSIONS FROM DEFORESTATION
FOREST DEGRADATION (23)
deforestation and forest degradation
forest protection , wood products

savanna

PAST FEW YEARS
BELIEF IN GLOBAL WARMING (23)

past few yearsfood costs

household income

WEATHER PATTERNS - SOLAR ACTIVITY (23)

weather patterns
belief in global warming
solar cycles , food costs
household income

ICE AGE - SOLAR ACTIVITY (23)
belief in global warming , solar cycles
household income

LIVESTOCK - MEAT CONSUMPTION (23)

climate scenarios, urban sprawl
end users , energy performance

LIVESTOCK - ENERGY SAVING (23)
meat consumption , electricity consumption
energy conservation
urban sprawl, energy performance

next generation
carbon budget
methane emissions
wind turbines
geoengineering
fuel consumption
energy consumption
energy resources
energy market

energy saving
supply and demand
meat consumption
climate scenarios
energy demand, energy storage

electricity consumption
energy conservation
urban sprawl, end users
energy performance

power plants
energy resourcesenergy market

electricity consumption
urban sprawl, end users
energy performance

GAS EMISSIONS - GREENHOUSE GAS (23)
greenhouse gas emissions

PRIVATE SECTOR - BIOENERGY (23)

building sector

energy alternatives

local authorities

private sectortime horizon

TUNDRA - OCEAN ECOSYSTEMS (23)

OCEAN ECOSYSTEMS
WARMER TEMPERATURES (23)

POWER PLANTS - ENERGY RESOURCES (23)
JET STREAM - OCEAN ECOSYSTEMS (23)
wind patterns, forced migrations

warmer temperaturesfood web
ocean warming
model predictions
forced migrations

WEATHER EVENTS - ICE MELT (19)
solar energy , environmental health
environmental change
energy storage , tropical storms
rate of sea-level rise

FOOD CHAIN - WIND PATTERNS (20)

past few years, food chain
wind patterns, jet stream

ICE EXTENT - SEA ICE EXTENT (20)
open water, sea ice concentration , warm season
rapid expansion

ENERGY CONSUMPTION
ENERGY CONSERVATION (21)

ENERGY CONSUMPTION - ENERGY SAVING (21)
electricity consumption , energy performance

LOW-CARBON - ENERGY SYSTEM (19)
reduction targets , low-carbon energy
low-carbon technologies
fuel prices

PAST FEW YEARS - FOOD CHAIN (20)

SUPPLY CHAIN - REDUCTION TARGETS (20)
URBAN AREAS - FOREST DEGRADATION (20)
forest carbon , urban heat island effect
deforestation and forest degradation

EMISSIONS TRADING - REDUCTION TARGETS (19)
carbon credits , cost-benefit analysis
electricity sector
international agreements
emission reduction targets

LOW-CARBON - LOW-CARBON ECONOMY (19)
carbon credits , past climate, electricity sector
policy framework
economic efficiency

tundra coastal areas ,

JET STREAM - DEEP OCEAN (23)
ocean circulation, wind patterns
forced migrations

food chain
past few years , evaporation
deep ocean , food web , marine species
ocean warming, ocean circulation
wind patterns, model predictions
coastal regions
carbon dioxide and methane
forced migrations

OCEAN ECOSYSTEMS - EVAPORATION (23)
deep ocean , ocean warming, ocean circulation
forced migrations

ICE LOSS - TEMPERATURE CHANGE (22)
sea ice cover , sea ice loss , ringed seal

